Motivation: VizGVar was designed to meet the growing need of the research community for improved genomic and proteomic data viewers that benefit from better information visualization. Results: We implemented a new information architecture and applied user centered design principles to provide a new improved way of visualizing genetic information and protein data related to human disease. VizGVar connects the entire database of Ensembl protein motifs, domains, genes and exons with annotated SNPs and somatic variations from PharmGKB and COSMIC. VizGVar precisely represents genetic variations and their respective location by colored curves to designate different types of variations. The structured hierarchy of biological data is reflected in aggregated patterns through different levels, integrating several layers of information at once. VizGVar provides a new interactive, web-based JavaScript visualization of somatic mutations and protein variation, enabling fast and easy discovery of clinically relevant variation patterns. Availability and implementation: VizGVar is accessible at
Introduction
Web based data visualization for omics data are becoming more and more popular because of their accessibility, ease of use and scalability. There are many examples of modern visualizations that run directly on the web browser using JavaScript and libraries such as d3.js (Kim et al., 2016; Gille et al., 2014) . The use of new interaction possibilities provided by these technologies permits more engaging and participatory ways of conducting research. Precision medicine will integrate disease phenotyping to characterize and validate molecules of clinical relevance. To this aim, automated systems and visualizations that validate variations of genes, proteins and their molecular interactions will be indispensable to study human disease in the future.
VizGVar is an analysis tool for genomic and proteomic data in clinical research projects related to genetic and molecular diseases. It provides a new data visualization alternative for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), as well as general information of predicted domains and exons of human protein data. The data is sourced in real time from the Ensembl API (http://rest.ensembl.org), which Furthermore, VizGVar offers an automated connection between proteomic data and pharmacogenomic information of each variation through hyperlinks that speed up the research process and data mapping. This finally results in a bioinformatics tool that augments the value of the data and information hierarchy, significantly improving the information interpretation process of complex inferences.
Materials and methods
The Data are obtained from the Ensembl API and separated in three distinct sets: domains, exons and gene variations. We have used other sources such as COSMIC (http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic), PharmGKB (https:// www.pharmgkb.org/) and dbSNP (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ projects/SNP). These data are parsed through a JavaScript-based application that enables the visualization. The IDs of the 104 295 protein sequences stored in Ensembl were obtained through the BioMart (http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/martview/).
The VizGVar web application was developed using JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS. In order to enable interactivity and a fast data update processes, the modern data handling library d3.js (https://d3js.org) was used. To query data from the Ensembl API, and for styling and object animations JQuery (https://jquery.com/) was implemented. The data visualized in VizGVar is accessed through different IDs that are stored and retrieved from an S3 instance of Amazon Web Services (https://aws.amazon.com/es/s3/).The data from annotated exons define the global amino acid chain range using a dedicated d3.js Scale and are the first datasets that are loaded upon a server query. The correlation is obtained by a complex series of cycles through the data to assign the source, i.e. the location on the chain and the target, i.e. the variation type. The SVG system employs a diagonal variable curve between two reference systems (x, y) for both parallel bars (variation types bar) and the target (amino acid locus bar) using a spatial projection function F(Xn, Yn), where the curves have different colors depending on each dataset. The algorithm assigns colors corresponding to the variation type and calculates the optimal path using Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) to connect each variation type to the amino acids at the specific position where the SNPs are located.
Results
VizGVar is a highly interactive, web-based visualization of Ensembl genetic variations, accessible at http://vizport.io/vizgvar. For each variation the corresponding Reference SNP (rs and COSMIC IDs) as well as additional data such as the type of variation, residues, alternative residues, codons, alleles and position and length of the genomic regions are provided. Protein IDs coming from dbSNP and the COSMIC database can be further inspected through hyperlinks to PharmGKB (https://www.pharmgkb.org/aboutUs.jsp) and the COSMIC portal, if available for the corresponding variation.
At the top of the VizGVar webpage the user will find motifs and domains as predicted by different sources. Below that, the alternating exons are depicted as turquoise rounded lines. The genetic variation visualization consists of two horizontal axes: the top one that represents the translated amino acid chain and the bottom one the different types of annotated variations. The latter are displayed as colored curved lines that associate both axes. The thickness of each line represents the range of the polymorphism: a thicker line means that the variation has affected more amino acids.
Furthermore, there is a precise positional correlation between the amino acids in the sequence and the location of protein domains, exons and variations, which facilitates the visual comparison of the location of a variation and the motifs and domains.
Interactive scaling allows the user to focus on a specific portion of the sequence, and decreases the risk of errors due to manual data correlation. To modify the range of amino acids displayed on the scale, the user can 'click and drag' two circular buttons on the slider located at the top of the viewer. Moreover, upon selection of a variation by clicking on a curve, a dialog box displays all available information for the corresponding variation, and a hyperlink that redirects the user to the PharmGKB and COSMIC portals, providing additional information if available. The user can focus on a specific type of variation by hovering over any of the colored bars at the bottom.
The tool also allows the user to save noteworthy features for further use. This is achieved by clicking on the desired feature (which can be a motif or domain, an exon or a variation) and then selecting the option 'save' on the dialogue box. The features will be available at the bottom of the viewer until the browser is closed. A comma separated value file with all the saved features (.csv) can be exported from the tool by clicking the download button.
Through the use of the VizGVar visualization model, future applications may be designed to quickly detect specific genetic mutations in monogenic or complex diseases, and shorten diagnosis times. VizGVar could further serve as a complementary tool to determine DNA instability due to genomic variations at the clinical level, especially in multifactorial studies and pharmacogenomics. Pharmacogenomics and precision medicine require comprehensive analyses of genomic and proteomic variations of patients to improve the efficacy of targeted drugs (Lam and Cavallari, 2013) . A better understanding of the therapeutic targets can vastly improve drug design, and determine the correct treatment and therapeutic effect for the disease in each patient.
In sum, VizGVar provides a strategic innovative tool to obtain and visualize genetic variation data, enabling the rapid discovery of new, clinically relevant patterns.
